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ABSTRACT 

 

Online platforms, mostly social media platforms have become a very important part of 

our life. We are very used to online content and sites. But many URLs lead us to fake 

sites. These are intentionally created to mislead users to gain certain information. This 

generally leads us to account hacking or information thieves. To identify these sites and 

stop users from using these URLs we will discuss machine learning algorithms and we 

will also have a dataset and apply all those algorithms on our dataset.  Dataset was 

collected from various online open source platforms. A total of 20,000 data was 

collected and used, half of which was fake URLs and the other half was real URLs.  

First, we extracted many features from our initial dataset which was later used to train 

our model. We used an anaconda environment to implement our project. A Jupyter 

notebook was used to do the necessary codes. We were successful in extracting 

necessary features and applying machine learning algorithms. The dataset was divided 

into 80:20 ratio for training and testing purposes. The best supervised machine learning 

algorithms were chosen to train our model.  Random Forest Classifier got the highest 

success from our model by gaining maximum accuracy. We got 97.50% accuracy from 

the Random Forest Classifier. Finally, the model was saved for later improvements.  By 

this we believe we will have the best machine learning approach to detect fake content 

or sites that are online. Hopefully this will help detect online fake URLs and save users 

from its attacks. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

 

In this era of technology cyber bullying, Online harassment, Ransomware, Online 

prostitution, Account Hacking, Internet Fraud, Credit card Fraud. All these words are 

becoming our day to day problems who use online platforms very often [1]. The amount 

of Cybercrime is increasing day by day [2]. This problem is mostly initialized by fake 

content or sites as the content seems to be so much interesting to the user, he follows it 

and falls into the trap of these cyber criminals. The main targets of these criminals are 

mainly E-banking platforms, accounts that include personal information etc. Many 

models have been developed by different developers to prevent these attacks. Some 

models have been successfully built to block these sites. But when a user intentionally 

uses a fake URL link or agrees to its terms and conditions it's impossible for those 

blockers to block those sites. Now machine learning has always been a very effective 

approach to prevent these kinds of attacks. Machine learning is really helpful in 

automated platforms [3]. In our work we will create a model which will detect phishing 

websites automatically and warn the users. Our approach will be machine learning and 

different models will be applied and compared and only the best will be chosen for our 

work. Hopefully our work will be effective enough to detect fake content/sites and give 

users a crime free online service. Most of our data was collected from online open 

source websites such as phishtank, data for seo, alexa and fakebanklist. Rest of the data 

was collected from the data repository of the University of Brunswick. We used 20,000 

data for our work. The highest accuracy that we gained was 97.50% from the Random 

Forest Classifier. 

 

1.2 Motivation: 

 

In the era of internet and technology everything is evolving day by day. People are 

getting the world in their hands. But some things are bad outcomes of technologies. 

Online crimes are increasing day by day. After watching the situation, we can say that 
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taking steps against these crimes are very much needed. We got our interest in this work 

after watching the efficiency of machine learning in this field. Automated cybercrime 

prevention can easily be done by machine learning. If we see the situation, we have to 

take action as soon as possible. Ransomware is increasing day by day. In the year of 

2016 there were 4000 ransomwares alone in the U.S. [4]. The problem is not only 

among general online users. Healthcare industries use 6% of their budget for 

cybersecurity purposes in 2020. Because 50% of healthcare data was breached in that 

year. In the educational side we can also see the effect of cybercrimes. 66% of 

universities don't have the basic email security system. For that ransomware attacks on 

universities in 2019-2020 increased by 100%. As we can see the situation is getting out 

of hand. Specially for the covid-19 pandemic people are defending on online based 

platforms for various purposes. So, these things actually captured our eye and we got 

interested in this work. Our main motive is to provide in the process of a safer 

technological era. 

 

1.3 Rational of the study: 

 

Nowadays people are very comfortable with using online platforms. Entertainment, 

social platforms and online banking has become a part of our day to life. While Surfing 

the internet, users sometimes use fake websites which turn into some serious 

cybercrimes. So, there should be a process of verifying these sites. 

Machine learning approach can be a very effective process of verifying these fake 

websites that users got into. Machine learning classifiers are mainly two types. 

supervised and unsupervised. In this matter supervised machine learning approach is 

more acceptable. Because supervised machine learning data already gets a label of 

correct answers. For that, verifying any wrong ones becomes easy. Data must get some 

important features and our model should get and verify those features and understand 

them. For that in our work we used supervised machine learning algorithms. 
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1.4 Research questions: 

 

For doing the research perfectly it is very important to understand every concept very 

clearly. In the way of work, it is normal that we face many questions. So, to do our 

work we had to find answers to those questions.  Below our research questions are 

presented, 

1. What features should our data have for our research? 

2. From where and how we should collect our data? 

3. How can we process the data and get features from our data? 

4. Which working environment should we use for our work? 

5. Which algorithms should we choose to get the maximum number of accuracies 

of our model? 

 

 1.5 Expected output: 

 

Our work was based on machine learning algorithms. We had to get the maximum 

number of accuracies for our models. We needed to get every feature perfectly for our 

work. Our model had to be trained with those features. Finally, our expected output had 

to verify the fake websites URLs for the users. So, the user can be alert before using 

those sites. Thus, many people can be safe from cybercrime while surfing the internet. 

We hope to gain the highest accuracy possible. 

 

1.6 Project Management and Finance: 

 

To do our project we needed some items which are a proper dataset, a functional 

computer, a proper coding environment, and a perfect language to implement machine 

learning. For the dataset we collected our dataset from various online open source 

platforms. And the data was arranged in google sheet and was saved in csv file. Two 

initial datasets were created this way. We had functional computers on our own. Our 

computer was sufficient to do all the necessary work for our project. Anaconda 

environment was used for our project implementation. We installed it on our computer. 
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The jupyter ide was used for necessary coding. Finally, we managed our project on our 

own. 

 

1.7 Report Layout: 

 

This report paper is divided into six chapters. And some other important information at 

the beginning and at the end. 

1. The first chapter is for the introduction of our project. Past studies related to our 

work, our expectation, purpose of doing this work all are explained in this section. 

2. This chapter is for our project background where past works and failings and 

improvements are discussed. 

3. Here the main methodology and our main approach is explained.  

4. Here the outcome has been discussed. Experimental results and discussion are 

important for the study. 

5. The impact of our project on society and its necessity for our environmental 

improvements are discussed here. 

6. The final conclusion and future plans of our work are discussed here. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Terminologies: 

 

For research purposes some paper was a must to review. Here in this section related 

works, comparative analysis and summary, scope of problem and challenges of our 

work have been described. Previous works have been reviewed. we tried to find out the 

approach of other works to find out the most efficient way. All the papers have been 

reviewed for gathering information from them. Comparative analysis and summary 

were also needed to compare some works that are done in this field. By this we could 

choose the best approach for our work. Scope of problem shows what problems we 

might get during doing this work. Finally, our challenges that we faced are described. 

Our main challenge was to extract the features which can be efficient for our model 

accuracy. 

 

2.2 Related Works: 

 

Some work has been done in this field. Kulkarni et al have created a system where 

websites are categorized based on their URLs [5]. They used a dataset which was 

collected from the University of California, Irvine machine learning repository. They 

included nine attributes and 1,353 samples. They used MATLAB scripts to create four 

machine learning models among them the decision tree algorithm delivered the highest 

number of accuracies. Some works are based on geometric deep learning methods. 

Research has been done on the matter of phishing [6]. They collected a dataset from 

Kaggle which is an open source dataset collection site and applied different machine 

learning and deep learning techniques to gain the highest accuracy. While others cannot 

gain enough accuracy from random forest machine learning algorithms Rishikesh 

Mahajan and Irfan Siddavatam got 97.14% of accuracy from their work on phishing 

URLs [7]. One research has been done by data mining and machine learning techniques 

to verify bogus news. This project's outcome or result is in TF-IDF [8]. 
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Tupsamudre et al did their work on phishing websites which were based on URL [9]. 

They tried to state that everything is in the name of the website. They extracted multiple 

features from their 110000 collected URLs and applied machine learning algorithms. 

Half of their URLs were phishing and half were legit URLs. They mainly focused on if 

IP of the URL, organization name-based statistics, domain statistics uncommon syntax, 

or sensitive words exist in the URL. Eshete et al did a very important research on their 

paper [10]. They talked about the effectiveness and efficiency issues of this kind of 

work. They talked about the importance of feature selection in this work. They focused 

on features which are commonly changing every day to get maximum success. 

Here, they did a methodological overview on phishing website detection [11]. They did 

not complete their work they just explained their plan of working. They reviewed 

multiple papers and explained their approach will be machine learning. Their method 

also includes a notification-based feature which gives the users notification based on 

the danger. They planned to get 30 features of different types for their models. 

In 2019 they mentioned that phishing attacks are the most major problems in 

information security [12]. They collected 16000 URLs data. Among them 12000 were 

phishing URLs   which were collected from phishtank and other 4000 legitimate URLs 

were collected from 10 daily users. They mainly chose features based on URL, URL 

age, URL rank on the web. Their model was machine learning based. The maximum 

accuracy they got from 98% with 29 features. 

Rashid et al used three machine learning algorithms FACA, SVM, Random forest [13]. 

They collected data by GNU webget python scripts. 70% of data was used to train and 

the rest is used to test. They got maximum accuracy from SVM 95.66%. 

Sindhu et al used three machine learning algorithms SVM, Random forest, Neural 

Network [14]. They used a dataset from UCI machine learning repository. They had 

11055 URL info among them 6157 are phishing and 4898 are legitimate.30 features 

were extracted. They got maximum accuracy from SVM 97.45%. 

They did research on phishing website detection using a heuristic way [15]. They 

collected datasets from phishtank and DMOZ. it includes 11660 phishing URLs and 

5000 real URLs. They selected 4 features and calculated the value of 6 heuristics. Their 

approach got the highest accuracy of 97.16%. 
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Ahmed et al did multiple approaches in their work [16]. They did content-based 

approach, heuristic based approach, blacklist-based approach. They used 5 features. 

They tested their model with 100 URLs among them 59 were fake and 41 were real. 

The outcome shows 68 fake and 32 reals. Their accuracy was 96%. 

They researched on fake website detection they got 98.77% accuracy on artificial neural 

networks [17]. They did their work on 16053 phishing and 7974 real URLs. They used 

10 features for their model. 

By reviewing all these researches, we were able to understand what could be our 

approach towards this work. We found out that there can be various ways of solving 

this problem. We understood that a machine learning approach could be the best way 

we can do this work. 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Comparative analysis and summary: 

 

Works in this field are not the same. Some use deep learning, some use machine 

learning, some use other methods. Some use a lot of data that includes URLs and some 

use a small amount of data. Feature extraction works also can be differentiated.   

Machine learning works,  

Alswailem et al have done a machine learning approach with a maximum accuracy of 

98% [12]. They used data from open source platforms. They extracted features from 

URLs. 

Rashid et al have also worked on phishing detection [13]. Their best model was SVM. 

They got 95.66% of accuracy. They didn't use many features but got a good accuracy 

result. 

Sindhu et al got maximum accuracy from SVM 97.45% [14]. They used three machine 

learning algorithms SVM, Random forest, Neural Network. 

They Researched on fake website detection and they got 98.77% accuracy on artificial 

neural networks [17]. They did their work on 16053 phishing and 7974 real URLs. They 

used 10 features for their model. 
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We can see here machine learning models gain a perfect number of accuracies in this 

work. The most common machine learning algorithms that are used in these works are 

1.Decision Tree Classifier 

2.Random Forest Classifier 

3.Support Vector Machine  

Almost every machine learning approach is based on feature extractions from datasets 

except some exceptions. Top common features are Domain age, URL rank, Ip address, 

URL length etc. 

Moreover, the machine learning approach is pretty effective. 

Other methods, 

Ahmed, Abdulghani Ali; Abdullah, Nurul Amirah did multiple approaches in their 

work [16]. Their approaches, 

1. content based approach 

2. heuristic based approach 

3. blacklist based approach. 

They used 5 features. They tested their model with 100 URLs among them 59 were 

fake and 41 were real. The outcome shows 68 fake and 32 reals. Their accuracy was 

96%. 

 

L. A. T. Nguyen, B. L. To, H. K. Nguyen and M. H. Nguyen did research on phishing 

website detection using a heuristic way [15]. They collected datasets from phishtank 

and DMOZ. it includes 11660 phishing URLs and 5000 real URLs. They selected 4 

features and calculated the value of 6 heuristics. Their approach got the highest 

accuracy of 97.16%. 

Here we can see other approaches also have very good numbers. Most common features 

are Domain, Primary Domain, Subdomain and Path Domain. These are mainly heuristic 

based features 

If we compare, the machine learning approaches are more convenient as accuracy 

scores are more than the other methods. 
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2.4 Scope of the Problem: 

 

Doing this work we faced many problems. But eventually we got a solution for every 

problem. Some important problems that we faced are described here, 

1. The first problem that we faced was starting the work with perfect strategy. Our 

work wasn't going well and certainly the reason was the strategies were not well 

organized. So, getting a perfectly organized strategy can be a problematic factor. 

2. After that we faced a problem choosing the best approach for our model. As 

many models gained good results. We were researching each one very 

thoroughly to get our perfect approach. 

3. Choosing a good environment and language was also a problem. But when we 

were sure that our approach would be machine learning our language and 

environmental decisions were easier. 

4. Data preprocessing was also problematic as we had to use raw data for feature 

extraction. We couldn't use much preprocessing techniques in order not to lose 

any information. 

5. As features are many, using the perfect features to gain the best accuracy was 

a problem. We saw that features help to improve accuracy but some features 

also impact negatively. 

 

2.5 Challenges: 

 

The biggest challenge that we faced was to collect the datasets. We know that the URL 

dataset exists on open source platforms. But we included a large portion of our dataset 

on our own. We cannot get URL information from surveying so we had to go to many 

platforms that could have URL information and collect data from there. We had to also 

collect two types of URLs. We know that real websites can be collected by surfing the 

web but phishing websites were the main challenge to collect. Another challenging task 

was to select the most effective features and machine learning algorithms. Features 

affect one model very much. It can lower the accuracy and also can higher the accuracy. 

There are a ton of machine learning algorithms. Choosing the best ones for this work 

was also challenging. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Research Subject and Instrumentation: 

 

The subject of our research is “URL based fake website detection using machine 

learning algorithm”. We reviewed a lot of papers and a lot of fields. We saw that 

machine learning fields are really needed right now. And cyber security is one of the 

most needed things in the era of technology. So, detecting fake websites which are the 

main reason for some cybercrimes got our attention. Nowadays people are really 

comfortable using online platforms. Especially in this pandemic situation we do most 

of our work online. Creating a safe online environment is really needed. We did our 

work in anaconda environment. A Jupyter notebook was used to do the necessary 

coding. Jupyter Notebook is really useful for Python development, Microsoft Windows 

platform, Multiple Editors for designing, various Python advance libraries such as 

Pandas, NumPy, Matplotlib, Seaborn, Cufflinks, NLTK, regular expression package, 

scikit-learn, word cloud etc to complete our work. The tools and environment were 

really user friendly. 

 

3.2 Data Collection Procedure/Dataset Utilized: 

 

Our initial dataset contains URLs of both fake and real websites. We kept the ratio of 

fake and real data 50:50. As we needed URLs so our best choice was online platforms. 

Data was collected from various platforms. phishtank [18] and fakebanklist [19] have 

a huge collection of fake URLs. We collected most of the fake URLs from there. Alexa 

[20] and dataforseo [21] got some real URL lists. And finally, some data was collected 

from a data repository of University of Brunswick [22]. A total of 20,000 data was 

collected.  Two initial datasets were created fake and real. In the further processing 

features were extracted from both. And later after all preprocessing both datasets were 

combined into a final dataset. And the final dataset was used for our model. 
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3.3 Statistical Analysis: 

 

Supervised machine learning needs some predefined features which helps the model to 

learn certain things. Our initial dataset contains just URL information. Below steps will 

describe the statistics of our dataset. 

 

Initial dataset and its statistics: 

Initially we had two dataset one was a fake dataset and the other one was a real dataset. 

Both had 10,000 URLs with no other columns than URLs. So, a total of 20,000 data 

was collected for our work. Samples are given below. 

 

Figure 3.3.1: Initial datasets 

 

We did check for Null values in our dataset and cleansing of these two datasets. After 

that no further action was needed. We did feature extraction procedure next. 

 

3.4 Proposed Methodology: 

 

As our approach is machine learning we know that many machine learning algorithms 

exist. From them we chose some very good supervised machine learning algorithms for 

our model. As people are very used to online platforms it will be easy for them to do 

some necessary steps before using any site. All our model needs is a website URL and 

it will predict if the URL is real or fake. 

As URLs are in string format our models cannot use this directly. So, some necessary 

features were extracted from them and then it was used to train and test six machine 

learning algorithms. Based on performance the best algorithm was used for our model. 

Down below a design methodology is shown. 
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Figure 3.4.1: Methodology  

 

After entering the datasets, we did check for Null values in our dataset and cleansing 

of these two datasets. After that no further action was needed. We did feature extraction 

procedure next. 

 

Feature extraction:  

As we have done our work based on URLs. Fake and real website URLs have some 

statistical differences. For example, real website URLs do not consist of IP addresses. 

So if a URL has an IP address it is fake. Like that a total of 16 features were extracted 

from our datasets. All the features are described down below, 

 

1. Domain name extraction: 

 

Usually a domain is always presented in the URL. A URL will take users to any of the 

website's pages if a domain name is available. Every URL contains a domain name with 

other information to locate the desired page of the users. 
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We are extracting the domains from the URLs. This feature isn't very effective for 

machine learning algorithms. Later it will be deducted from the final dataset. 

A URL Generally includes below structure: 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4.2: URL statistics 

 

After extracting this feature, we can see the domain names of our final dataset like 

example given below, 

 

Figure 3.4.3: After Domain extraction 

 

2. IP address instead of domain name: 

 

Most URLs do not include an IP address [23] instead it uses domain name as the 

nickname of the IP address. So, if the URL consists of an IP address instead of domain 

name that is set to 1 means it is fake or else it is set to 0 means it is real. Attackers might 

use IP addresses to steal sensitive information. We extracted this feature from our 

datasets. The extracted feature looks like this, 

https:// www. mydomain.c

om 

blog/page.ht

ml 
Protocol Subdomain Domain  Path+page 
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Figure 3.4.4: IP address-based feature extraction 

 

We can see that the column includes 0 or 1 means the value is stored in binary form. 

 

3. Unsafe character in the URL: 

 

Some special characters are allowed in the URLs. Such as ($ – _. + ! * ‘ ( ) ,) 

If any special character besides these ones are used in any URLs that might be harmful 

[24]. So, if a URL consisting of any unsafe characters such as ([ ] { } | \ ” % ~ # < >) is 

considered fake. Otherwise it is real. 

Figure 3.4.5: Unsafe character-based feature extraction 

Here, the fake URL is set to the value of 1 and the real URL is set to the value of 0. 

After extraction the values are returned in binary form. 
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4. Length of URL: 

 

We calculated the length of the URL and created a feature based on it. An average real 

website's URL length is 62[25].  

Nowadays for doing seo of any website URLs are mostly in the length of 50-60. But 

the fake websites do not intend to care about this feature. So, most of the fake URLs 

are more than 62. 

So, if a website's length is more than 62 it is considered fake, otherwise it is considered 

real.  

Here, the fake URL is set to the value of 1 and the real URL is set to the value of 0. 

After extraction the data sample looks like this, 

 

 

Figure 3.4.6: URL length-based feature extraction 

 

This feature is also stored in binary value. 

 

5. Storing domain length:    

 

A maximum domain name can be 253 characters [26]. We calculate the length of our 

URLs domain and store it as a numerical value. The outcomes are as below example. 

As we can see the lengths of the domain can also be calculated and it is stored as 

numerical values. 
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Figure 3.4.7: Storing domain length 

 

6. Comparing domain length: 

 

As we know, the domain can be 253 characters. But real websites tend to use shorter 

domain length. According to gaebler on domain length top 10,000 websites are not 

longer than 8 characters [27]. And more than 1 million real websites are barely more 

than 10 characters long. It is also said that real websites are always below 20 characters. 

So, for our feature extraction we set that if a URLs domain length is less than 20 

characters it is real thus the value is set to 0. Otherwise the value is said to be 1. 

Below we can see the extracted feature. 

Figure 3.4.8: Comparing domain length 

 

So, we can see domain length-based features are stored as binary values. 
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7. Depth of URL: 

 

Here we calculate the depth of the URLs. Depth refers to how many subpages exist in 

any URL or how many clicks it actually takes to reach that certain page. This value is 

stored numerically.  Here we can see the stored depth value of our URLs. 

 

Figure 3.4.9: Calculating URL depth 

 

8. How many slashes exist in the URL: 

 

This feature is also based on depth as depth is calculated based on the existing slashes. 

The most best performing websites have a depth of 5 or less.  Fake websites tend to use 

more than 5 subpages to confuse the users [28]. So, websites containing more than 5 

depth is considered to be fake. 

Down below feature extraction is shown. 
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Figure 3.4.10: Slash based feature extraction 

 

Here the values are stored in binary form. 

 

9. Redirection of URL: 

 

When a URL has “//” in it. It means it will redirect to another page. Generally, a 

redirected real URL has “//” in the 6th or 7th position based on “http” or “https” [29]. 

So, if the position of “//” exceeds 7th position it is redirecting the user to an unknown 

path. So, if any URL has “//” in more than 7th position it is fake, otherwise it is real. 

Here we can see the outcome of this feature extraction. 

 

Figure 3.4.11: Checking for redirection in the URL 
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10. “Http” or “https” in domain name: 

 

Https is basically http with encryption. HTTPS uses TLS (SSL) to encrypt normal 

HTTP requests and responses. For that https is far more secure than the http. A http 

URL starts with http:// where a https URL starts with https:// [30]. So, we decided to 

select all the websites with http a threat because fake websites might use less secure 

website URLs. All the URLs with http are marked as 1 and the rest are 0. The extracted 

data looks like the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.12: “Http” & “https” based feature extraction 
 

11. URL shortening method: 

 

URL shortening is a method in which the real URL is made considerably smaller in 

length which works the same as the real URL. We know this is a great feature for online 

URL sharing but fake websites makers love this fact because this feature makes the 

links opaque. Fake URLs use this service to mislead users [31]. So, if any URL contains 

a shortening method it is considered fake. The values are assigned in binary format. 
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Figure 3.4.13: Checking for URL shortening method 

 

12. “-” & “@” in domain: 

 

Fake websites tend to use special characters like “-” and “@” in the domain to confuse 

the users where real websites rarely use these [28]. So, if the domain contains “-” or 

“@” the features returns 1. Otherwise it is 0. 

The feature looks like this. 

Figure 3.4.14: “-” & “@” based feature extraction 
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13. “.” in the URL: 

 

Most of the real websites do not contain more than 5 “.” in their URL [28]. So, if any 

URL contains more than 5 “.” It is considered fake. So, the return value will be set to 

1.  Otherwise the return value will be 0. 

Figure 3.4.15: Checking for dot in the URL 

 

So, this feature will also store values in binary format. 

 

14. Sensitive words in URL: 

 

Sensitive words like 'confirm' 'account' 'banking’ 'password' 'secure' 'backup' 'toolbar' 

'webscr' 'username' 'install' 'ebyisapi' might be included in a fake URL website [28]. So, 

if the URL contains these words the value is set to be 1, otherwise the value is 0. 
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Here we can see some examples of stored features.  

Figure 3.4.16: Checking sensitive words in the URL 

 

 Finalizing Dataset: 

So, all these features are extracted from the initial URL datasets.  

Finally, we combined the both data frame in one final dataset which has a total of 15 

columns and 10000 rows. 

Let's check the heatmap and sample of our final dataset, 

Figure 3.4.17: Heatmap of the final dataset 
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Figure 3.4.18: Head of final dataset 

 

Now our dataset is again checked for data cleansing and finally the final dataset is ready 

for our model. 

 

Applying Machine Learning Algorithms: 

At first, we dropped the domain column as it had nothing to do with machine learning 

algorithms. Then we divided our processed final dataset into an 80:20 ratio in order to 

train and test. For that we used anaconda’s default library functions. 

After that we applied six different supervised machine learning algorithms to get the 

maximum performance of our model. All the algorithms are described below. 

 

A. Logistic Regression: 

Logistic Regression is a Machine Learning technique that makes predictions to 

identify the value of a dependent variable such as tumor status, email 

categorization, or university entrance etc by learning from independent 

variables [32]. 

Logistic regression is a supervised Machine Learning algorithm, which means 

that the data used for training is labeled, implying that the solutions are already 

in the training set. 

The results from Logistic Regression: 

 

Table 1: Accuracy of logistic regression 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

Logistic 

Regression 

80:20 Ratio  93.19%  92.87% 

 

B. Decision Tree Classifier: 

This classification has two steps. One step is where the model uses training data 

to train the model. And the second step is where the model uses test data for 

prediction steps [33]. 
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It's basically a tree structured classifier. The internal nodes represent the features 

of the dataset and branches represent the decision rules and leaf represents the 

outcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.19: Decision tree classifier 

 

The results from Decision tree Classifier: 

 

Table 2: Accuracy of decision tree classifier 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

Decision tree 

Classifier 

80:20 Ratio  97.50%  96.80% 

 

C. XGB Classifier: 

XGBoost Classifier is a gradient boosted decision tree implementation which is 

aimed for competitive machine learning for speed and performance [34]. 

XGBoost is used because it offers a very efficient implementation of the 

stochastic gradient boosting technique as well as access to a set of model 

hyperparameters. So, it gives users control over the model training process. The 

most significant XGBoost's success is its scalability in all fields. 
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The results from XGB Classifier: 

 

Table 3: Accuracy of XGB classifier 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

XGB Classifier 80:20 Ratio  97.38%  96.87% 

 

D. Random Forest Classifier: 

Random forest is a very flexible machine learning algorithm. Even without 

hyper parameter tuning it produces good results. 

It is one of the most used machine learning algorithms because of its simplicity 

and its diversity because it can be used both as classification and regression 

[34]. 

 

The results from Random Forest Classifier: 

 

Table 4: Accuracy of random forest classifier 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

Random Forest 

Classifier 

80:20 Ratio  97.50%  96.90% 

 

 

E. K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier: 

It is a supervised machine learning algorithm. It predicts any targeted variable 

depending on one or many dependent variables [35]. 

It mainly checks feature similarity of any given data. And gives output based on 

which feature was the most similar. It means the data will be assigned a value 

based on how close it is to the training dataset. 

 

The results from K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier: 

 

Table 5: Accuracy of K-Nearest neighbors classifier 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

KNN Classifier 80:20 Ratio  96.96%  96.10% 
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F. SVC: 

SVC, known as Linear Support Vector Classifier method, which uses a linear 

kernel function to perform classification on datasets [36]. 

This classifier works well with a large number of samples like we have here. 

It is a nonparametric clustering algorithm. It does not make any assumptions on 

the numbers or shapes in the dataset. If a dataset contains high complex 

parameters it needs preprocessing steps or this algorithm is safe to use. 

 

The results from SVC Classifier: 

 

Table 6: Accuracy of SVC classifier 

Name Data Used Training 

Accuracy in % 

Testing 

Accuracy in % 

SVC Classifier 80:20 Ratio  92.35%  91.97% 

 

All these algorithms were compatible for our work. And the best algorithms were 

chosen. Also, all the algorithms were supervised as we needed for our model. 

All the algorithms have their unique positivity and negativity. 

 

3.5 Experimental Requirements: 

 

This project needs some essential tools to develop properly. It needed some important 

tools. In order to do our work perfectly we had to manage all these requirements. Down 

below all the essential requirements are mentioned, 

Software and Hardware Requirements: 

1. OS (Windows / Linux / Mac) that supports Python 3.0 

2. Compatible computer to run anaconda environment including python 3.0 

3. RAM (Minimum Requirements of 4 GB) 

4. HDD (Minimum requirements of 128 GB) 

 

Development Tools: 

1. Jupyter Notebook / Google colab / PyCharm 

2. Microsoft Word / Google Docs / Text Editor 

3. Drawing Tools 

4. Anaconda environment. 

5. Microsoft Excel/Google sheets. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

4.1 Experimental Setup: 

 

We used python 3 for our model implementation. For that anaconda environment was 

used. At first, we installed an anaconda environment on our computer. Then the Jupyter 

notebook was used to do the essential codes of our model. This is basically a text editor 

very useful for coding. Different python libraries including NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, 

Seaborn, NLTK, Cufflinks, scikit-learn, OS, Warnings, Strings, Word Cloud etc were 

used for our work. We installed many packages for using all these libraries.  

 

4.2 Experimental Results & Analysis: 

 

We applied seven different machine learning algorithms and the machine learning 

algorithm was chosen for our model.  

Seven machine learning algorithms were, 

1. Logistic Regression 

2. Decision Tree Classifier 

3. XGB Classifier 

4. Random Forest Classifier 

5. K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier 

6. SVC 

 

Each algorithm gave different outcomes. At first, we didn't get our expected accuracy. 

Later we understood that our algorithms were fine but the features were less effective. 

So, we added more new features and at last we got an accuracy of highest 97.50%. All 

the algorithms performed well. 

All the results are, 
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Table 7: Accuracy of all algorithms 

Algorithm Training Accuracy Testing Accuracy 

Logistic Regression 93.19% 92.87% 

Decision Tree Classifier 

 

97.50% 96.80% 

XGB Classifier 

 

97.38% 96.87% 

Random Forest Classifier 

 

97.50% 96.90% 

K-Nearest Neighbors 

Classifier 

96.96% 96.10% 

SVC 92.35% 91.97% 

 

Figure 4.2.1: Accuracy of all algorithms 

Confusion Matrix:  

If we look at the confusion matrix of our model, we can say that our model performed 

pretty well. 
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                                  Figure 4.2.2: Confusion matrix of random forest classifier 

Down below a proper classification report is given based on testing data. 

 

Figure 4.2.3: Classification report 

 

4.3 Discussion: 

 

Our model gave a satisfying number of accuracies. The highest accuracy we got on 

training data was 97.50%. And testing data got a highest of 96.90% of accuracy. 

Model based accuracy comparison, 

1. Logistic Regression: Training accuracy (93.19%) Testing Accuracy (92.87%) 

2. Decision Tree Classifier: Training accuracy (97.50%) Testing Accuracy 

(96.80%) 

3. XGB Classifier: Training accuracy (97.38%) Testing Accuracy (96.87%) 

4. Random Forest Classifier: Training accuracy (97.50%) Testing Accuracy 

(96.90%) 

5. K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier: Training accuracy (96.96%) Testing Accuracy 

(96.10%) 

6. SVC: Training accuracy (92.35%) Testing Accuracy (91.97%) 

We can see the maximum accuracy was obtained from the Random Forest classifier. 

So finally, the model was selected for our project. And finally, it was saved by Pickle, 

a library function of Python for future works. 

Confusion Matrix:   

Table 8: Confusion matrix statistics 

Confusion Matrix Actual Positive Actual Negative 

Predict Positive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP) 
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Predict Negative False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN) 

 

From figure 4.2.2 We can see that true positive and True Negative outcomes are really 

good compared to false Negative and true False Negative. 

So, we can say our model performed well. 

 

Classification Report: 

Precision: It is the number of positive class predictions. 

 

Precision= TP/(TP+FP). 

Recall: Positive class predictions which are out of all positive data. 

 

Recall= TP/(TP+FN) 

 

F1 Score: Calculated by precision and recall. 

 

F1 Score = (Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall) 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPACT ON SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT AND 

SUSTAINABILITY  

 

5.1 Impact on Society: 

 

We people are social beings. Now in the era of internet and technology online platforms 

are evolving day by day. People are getting the world in their hands. Online crimes are 

also increasing day by day. Taking steps against these crimes are very much needed. 

We can see people are suffering from online hassle every day. It is because they are 

depending on it very much which we cannot change.  But our project should make their 

online experience much safer. And by using online platforms people can save a lot of 

money, time and energy which can help our society very much. It doesn't seem very 

important for sociological improvement. Our project should help sociological 

improvements smoother by making online platforms easier and safer to use. 

 

5.2 Impact on Environment: 

 

Day by day our environment is getting worse. We are hurting our own environment 

very much. All the traffic, dust we throw and many more are giving our environment 

negative impacts. So, if we can do some of our work virtually it will be very efficient 

for our environment. Like if we do not hurry for a physical meeting causing traffic jams 

instead, we do that meeting online it will be great use for environmental improvement. 

Most of our bank related work can be done online nowadays. Also, many official works 

can be done online. All these can cause less use of papers and plastics or some elements 

which are hurting our environment. So, we can see doing online work can help grow 

our environment positively. But for that we need safer online platforms for that our 

project can help in various ways. 

So, we can say our project also has a great positive impact on our environment. 
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5.3 Ethical Aspects: 

 

Our main goal is to make online platforms much safer. Because we need a safer online 

user experience. Our project will make online uses safer which will be beneficial for 

online platforms. Such as banking, social media, surfing the web and different platforms 

will be highly beneficial. Our project was carefully done by keeping in mind the user's 

side. Because whatever happens keeping the users safe is our main priority. Our model 

will keep 100% privacy of the users. Finally, as we say, a safer web for everyone. 

 

5.4 Sustainability Plan: 

 

Our first sustainability plan will be “Easy Access”. We planned to do a web version of 

our project. For that our project should be easier for the users to access.  No installation 

process will be needed to access our model. And users will be directly given all access 

to our project.  

Secondly, we will be giving the users to perform very easy detection. So as the user 

will be detecting fake websites that might harm them so a very easy platform will be 

created for the users to do easy detection. 

Our other sustainability plan will be to make sure if the users are getting confident to 

use our platform. Many suggestions will be given to the users so that users can easily 

get confidence while using our platforms. 

A feedback option will be provided for the users. This will be another sustainability 

plan. As the users can give feedback and will be treated with a reply from the admin 

sides.  

So, these are our sustainability plans.  
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION 

AND IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

6.1 Summary of the Study: 

 

Our main priority was to make the online platforms user experience safer to use. We 

propose a model which will detect fake websites and by fake we mean websites that 

cause cybercrimes. Because it is a really big problem nowadays. Here our model 

depends just on the URL of the websites. So, we can say that the model is less 

complicated for the users. Means users don't need to give extra unnecessary information 

instead the user will just provide the website URL and our model will detect if the 

website is safe to use or not. We focused on the URL statistics of fake websites and 

extracted features from our dataset which was collected from different open source 

platforms. Finally, with many features a targeted column was included and the dataset 

was used to train our model. 80% of the data was used for training and the rest was used 

for testing our model. We used a machine learning approach for our model. Seven 

different supervised machine learning algorithms (Logistic Regression, Decision Tree 

Classifier, XGB Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier, 

SVM) were used for selecting the best performing model.  Random Forest Classifier 

performed the best for our approach with 97.50% of highest accuracy. 

 

 

6.2 Conclusions: 

 

As people are suffering from very different online attacks which cause them very much 

including money lost. In order to stop that we have to stop cybercrimes and make the 

online platforms safer. Our model can help people going to unknown websites without 

falling into any cyber criminals’ traps. Our model just needs the URL of the websites 

and can detect if it's fake or not. So, the users will not be so confused and can detect 

fake websites before clicking on them. It will be a great step to stop online crimes as 

the user won't be using dangerous URL links anymore. The features were selected based 
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on the best statistics of the fake URLs. The outcome that we gained was very efficient 

so our model was a success. We think our model will impact very much on making the 

online platforms safer. 

 

6.3 Implication for Further Study: 

 

As we estimated the outcome of our work was very satisfactory. But as the web changes 

simultaneously we have to improve our model further in the future. We plan to make a 

web and android application version of our work. We intend to create a customer 

service provider point for our users. There will be an AI based reply system which will 

reply to the questions of users by itself. Also, there will always be an admin waiting for 

users to give them feedback in any emergency situation. We plan to take feedback from 

the users who are directly becoming the victim of cybercrimes. By these we can know 

the new ways that will be invented in the future. And according to the changes that the 

cyber criminals are making to their URLs we will take necessary steps. New features 

will be created based on the new changes so that the model does not fall behind over 

time. 
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